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Executive Summary

This document presents an overview of the first evaluation of the WCAG
2.0 Test Suites for XHTML and CSS (see deliverable D4.2). This evaluation
will be the more complex performed by the Consortium because it
encompassed not only the development of the test suite itself, but of all
the technical infrastructure that facilitated the creation and later utilisation
of the testing environment.
Section 2 presents an introduction to the whole infrastructure and selected
approach. Section 3 presents the validation methodology. Section 4
presents an introduction to Parsifal, the expert system created to generate
the online testing scenarios by the BenToWeb usability experts. Section 5
presents Amfortas, the testing framework that generates automatically
batch of user tests, matching the user and device profiles from end-users
with the available testing scenarios. Section 6 presents the validation
results. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions and future work.
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Introduction

The validation process for the test suites of BenToWeb is a complex one,
where a mixture of expert and end-user evaluation was selected. The
whole approach is presented schematically in Figure 1:
•

Phase 1: Here, expert developers generated a full battery of test
cases for WCAG 2.0, together with available resources on the topic.
See D4.2 for further details.

•

Phase 2: Here, the expert system named Parsifal, allowed the
usability experts to review all test cases, providing feedback to
developers, as well as designing online testing scenarios for endusers, fed to the Amfortas framework, whenever appropriate.

•

Phase 3: Here, the online validation by end-users was held with the
Amfortas testing framework, feeding again the results to the
experts, which review the test cases as necessary.

The test cases require two processes of validation before they can be used
to evaluate the accuracy of evaluation and repair tools or other purposes.
The first process of validation is to ensure that the test case is wellformed: that the four sub-sections of description, purpose, required tests
and test files are all present and make sense. This might be thought of as
structural validation, although it also involves some semantic processing of
the information. The second process of validation is to decide what kind of
evaluation of the content of the test case is required – is it suitable for
automated evaluation, can it be evaluated by experts, or does it require
input from end-users (often because the effects of different assistive
technologies are not completely clear). For test cases that require enduser validation, there is then the third process of having experts or
appropriate end-users conduct their validation. These second and third
processes can be thought of as the semantic validation of the test cases.
In developing and validating the test case suites in the BenToWeb project,
two different applications have been developed to manage these
processes (see again Figure 1):
•

to conduct the initial validation of the test cases and set up
appropriate scenarios to allow end-users to validate the test cases,
the Parsifal Expert System was developed. This is described in
Section 4 of this deliverable.

30 April 2006
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To manage the end-user validation by scenarios, the Amfortas
framework was developed. This is described in Section 5 of this
deliverable.

However, before turning to these two applications, the overall
methodology for the validation of the test cases will be presented in
Section 3.
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Figure 1: BenToWeb Evaluation Phases.
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3

Validation of the test cases:
methodology and expert
evaluation

3.1

Introduction

This chapter will give an overview of the validation process for the test
cases that have been developed within the BenToWeb Project, which use
the Parsifal Expert System and the Amfortas framework. The development
of these two applications and their detailed functioning will be described in
the next two sections.

3.2

Validation step 1: checking the test cases
for completeness and consistency

The first step of the validation process is to have an accessibility/usability
expert who is not the original test case author inspect the test case. We
will refer to this role as the “checking”, conducted by a checker. The
checker consults the text of the WCAG 2.0 success criterion (and other
known references on the topic) and then inspects the the test case in the
Parsifal Expert System. He or she considers the four components of the
test case, looking for any errors, incompleteness or inconsistency:
•

Description: a brief description of the test case and in particular
the test files. The checker needs to establish that it is externally
consistent with the success criterion it refers to and internally
consistent with the other components of the test case. In particular,
the checker needs to be satisfied that it is an adequate and
appropriate test of the success criterion (or aimed to fail the success
criterion). The checker also needs to establish that the test case
description is sufficiently complete, particularly in whether it clearly
identifies which aspects of the success criterion are being tested and
which are not.

•

Purpose: a brief description of why the test case was developed
and whether it is expected to elicit a pass or fail
from
an
accessibility evaluation tool. The checker needs to establish that it
is externally consistent with the success criterion it refers to and
internally consistent with the other components of the test case. In
particular, the checker needs to be satisfied that the test should elicit
a pass/fail from an accessibility checker. The purpose may also need

30 April 2006
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to refer to which aspects of the success criterion are relevant and
why.
•

Test files: the checker can inspect the test files in the Parsifal
Expert System to ensure that they are appropriate for this test case.

•

Required tests: the original test case author may have made a
proposal for the type of test, but this was not mandatory. The
checker can inspect the required tests for consistency, but this is
actually the role of the second phase of the validation.

3.3

Validation step 2: choosing an evaluation
type and related materials

Once the checker has established the completeness and consistency of the
test case, the major validation step is to decide which kind of independent
validation is required. The validation may be done by one of four test
modes:
•

automated: if the test is for something that can be automatically
done by an E&R tool.

•

expert: if an accessibility expert needs to make a decision about the
test, which cannot be done via an E&R tool.

•

multiple experts: if several accessibility experts might need to be
consulted to make a decision.

•

end-user testing: if information from end-users is required to
decide the validity of the test case. This may well be required if
subtle effects of assistive technologies and their interaction with
browsers or other web technologies is the object of the test case.

The checker can indicate the type of test mode within the Parsifal Expert
System, as well as any queries to the original author. A process of
negotiation may then take place (indeed has been taking place), with the
test case passing back and forwards between author and checker until
both are satisfied with it.
If the decision is that the test case is suitable for expert evaluation, it is
then passed to another accessibility expert for independent validation as a
completed test case (see step 3).
If the decision is that information from end-users is required, then a
scenario must be designed around the test cases to elicit appropriate
information from the end-users. Not all end-users will be sufficiently
30 April 2006
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sophisticated in their understanding of the WCAG and web technologies
that a question could be put to them in terms of the success criterion. A
plausible question to ask needs to be formulated.
The scenario design process is also supported by the Parsifal Expert
System. The following components need to be specified by the scenario
author:
•

End-user technologies: the scenario may only require testing with
certain technologies, be they assistive technologies or user agents.
The scenario author specifies which technologies are required or
appropriate. The author can even specify which versions of a
technology are required for testing. This is particularly important for
determining whether newer versions of technologies pass test cases
which older versions may not. The technologies information is used
by the Amfortas framework when matching end-user evaluators to
test cases.

•

End-user experience: some test cases may require a certain level
of understanding of the technologies to be evaluated appropriately.
The scenario author can specify levels of experience required with
any assistive technology and with mainstream technologies such as
browsers and plug-ins on a five-point scale.

•

User guidance: will the end-user be required to have their
technology (be it their assistive technology or browser) in any
particular configuration – for example, will they need to have “forms
mode” on in their screen-reader? The user guidance allows a way of
communicating any information to the end-user that is vital to the
correct evaluation of the test case.

•

Question type: the scenario author can choose between different
types of question format to elicit the required information from the
end-user:

•

➢

yes/no;

➢

yes/no/open;

➢

multiple choice;

➢

Lickert scale.

Question content: the scenario author then needs to design the
appropriate question around the test files to elicit the information
required.

30 April 2006
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Validation step 3: validation by independent
experts and end-users

If at Step 2, it is decided that the validation is to be conducted by either a
single or multiple experts, then the test case is passed to an independent
accessibility expert or experts for independent validation. These experts
undertake a similar process to that described in Step 1, but in confidence
that the test case is now complete and consistent, and the validation is
only establishing that the test case is a valid test of the success criterion.
At both Step 1 or 3, a checker or independent validator will undoubtedly
inspecting a set of test cases designed to cover all the possible test cases
required for a particular success criterion. Particularly at this second step
of validation, the evaluator may realize that the set of test cases is not a
complete set for the success criterion. Some situation that requires testing
has not been identified by the original author and one or more test cases
needs to be added to the set. This situation arose several times in
developing the first test case suite.
If at Step 3, it is is decided that the validation requires information from
end-users, then the test case is passed to the Amfortas system. Amfortas
manages the process of recruiting end-users and matching those users to
test cases that require input. This process is described in more detail in
Section 5.
When a sufficient number of end-users of the appropriate levels of
experience and with the appropriate technologies have evaluated the
scenarios set up for the test case, the information from these scenarios is
returned to the expert validator who then assesses the information in the
light of the results. This could lead to the re-design of the test case or to
its validation. This process is described in more detail in Section 6. Again,
Figure 1 gives an overview of the process.

30 April 2006
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Parsifal System

Parsifal is a graphical Expert System for editing user test descriptions as
defined by the TCDL1.1 specification (see Deliverable D4.2 for details).
Test Case description files are written in XML. Test Case authors preparing
user test scenarios and authors doing translations of user tests are not
very familiar with editing XML documents in source view. Since work with
XML documents in text editors is not very comfortable and error-prone a
graphical editor was implemented to ease editing XML Test Case
description files and generating testing scenarios.
Parsifal is implemented in C# using .Net Framework 1.1. Therefore it is
intended to be used on Microsoft Windows systems. A setup routine for
easy installation and runtime configuration is provided for Parsifal.
In Parsifal parallel work on Test Case descriptions is guaranteed by using a
version control system for managing multiple submits from different
partners at a time. BenToWeb’s Test Case files are stored in a version
control system called Concurrent Versions System (CVS). Therefore
support for synchronization of CVS repository from within Parsifal has
been implemented. Annotation facility of CVS is used to comment changes
made on Test Cases.
Parsifal consists of three main components (see Figure 2). The graphical
user interface component describes the graphical editor. The CVS
component deals with CVS file synchronization between editor and CVS
server. The Serializer component is responsible for reading, writing,
previewing and printing Test Case documents. Inside the Serializer
component the document model is manifested.

Parsifal Graphical User
Interface
(Editor Component )

CVS Component

Serializer Component

Figure 2: Parsifal application
components

30 April 2006
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Standard requirements for editing, saving and printing Test Case
Descriptions have been implemented in Parsifal. Moreover features like
document preview and CVS debugging have been added for internal
quality assurance. A filtering mechanism checks all available Test Case
files for marked as automatic test only and filters them out.
Parsifal’s graphical user interface consists of three main panes (see Figure
3). Document structure and navigation tree on the top-left. A short
description what the meaning of the tree entry is on the lower left and the
main pane (content pane) on the right.

Figure 3: Status information about Test Case Description file in Parsifal.

The top level tree node is called Test Case and gives the author a detailed
summary to which WCAG guideline the test corresponds. In addition Test
Case meta-data includes information about WCAG guideline and success
criteria the test covers. This information is relevant for Test Case authors
preparing user tests. For the example Test Case, see WCAG Guideline 1.1
(Provide text alternatives for all non-text content), Level 1 Success
Criteria, Success Criterion 1 (For all non-text content that is used to
convey information, text alternatives must be identified for the same
information. For multimedia, provide a text-alternative that identifies the
multimedia content.).

30 April 2006
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Meta-data extends also contact data of a person who is responsible for
corresponding Test Case. In document status field authors can change the
document's status (e.g., draft version) and can add a CVS comment to
their changes made. Document history and versions are also traceable on
this pane. The section labelled Files provides access to relevant test files.
Test files become presented to user panel. On basis of a test file the
authors can create test scenarios. Therefore authors can preview test files
and read the test's purpose. Server-side technologies can be used in test
files since they are stored on a full web server and are accessed online.
The Test Case purpose describes what the test file should test and what
the expected test result is. Required Test section hosts Scenario child
nodes describing user tests (see Figure 4). Tests can be marked as
automatic, end user, experts, and one expert test by Test Case authors. A
user test description is only necessary if a test is not marked as automatic
test only. Authors can remove and add Scenario child nodes as needed.

Figure 4: Adding Scenario and specifying Test Mode

A Scenario (see Figure 5) describes user groups to run the test with
corresponding questions and user guidance. A user is categorized by
his/her disability/disabilities and his/her experience level in usage of
assistive technologies, user agents and devices. For all three experience
levels detailed information about each type (e.g., browser, screen reader),
exact product name, product version, and experience level can be
specified. Experience levels range from not experienced to very
experienced (1-5).
One scenario node includes user guidance and questions subsections. User
guidance and questions will be presented to users in multiple languages in
Amfortas (for more details see Section 5). Therefore localization of all
texts is possible in Parsifal. One user guidance entry describes necessary
prerequisites a user must undertake to accomplish a test. One sample
instruction could ask the user to switch on his/her screen reader.

30 April 2006
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Figure 5: Scenario pane in Parsifal

All user guidance and question texts are described in a subset of XHTML
1.0. Therefore a basic HTML editor component eases authoring user
guidance and question text entries (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: User guidance HTML edit control

Parsifal supports questions of type yes/no, yes/no/open, multiple choice,
and Likert scale. Each question type supports different settings like Likert
scale and multiple choice questions need at least labels and values being
specified. Open questions need information about layout and spacing to be
presented correctly to user panel by Amfortas. As mentioned before all
question texts must be translated into different languages, this happens
by adding child nodes to the Questions entry with corresponding language
specific labels (see Figure 7 left panel). On the right hand side question
30 April 2006
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corresponding input can be edited. In this case a Yes/No/Open question at
least needs a question text. Mandatory Other Options entry is used if, e.g.,
yes/no is not an appropriate answer to users. In this example, the user
was asked to navigate through the page using the tab key and if she got
the welcome message. Most of the users will answer with “yes” or “no” but
those who have, e.g., technical difficulties would like to answer more
precisely. Therefore Other Options asked for the reason why the user was
not able to get the information propagated.

Figure 7: Question type Yes/No/Open in Parsifal

30 April 2006
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Amfortas

Amfortas is a test case evaluation framework for test suites. It is a Web
application for evaluating accessibility of test suites. It covers the whole
management process from creating and handling user and testing profiles,
to storing the test results in a database. Usually user evaluation processes
are monitored by an expert, who in a first step presents a task and then
gathers information about the process and the result by asking relevant
questions. Obviously, this makes testing fairly expensive. The evaluation
framework should ease user testing procedures in a way that evaluators
can proceed with the tests by themselves without any human support.
Amfortas aims to manage in an effective way test cases for different web
technologies, expert users and end users so that an appropriate feedback
would be extracted. User profiling mechanisms are involved in combination
with matching algorithms so that every user is allocated appropriate test
and a quality feedback is insured.

5.1

Requirements, analysis and design

Starting the analysis of Amfortas requirements it appears that it could
involve five groups of users (group roles):
1. Administrator: The Amfortas system administrator responsible for
administrating user accounts.
2. Test Suite Manager: The people responsible for organising user
testing per test suite. This group authors test case instructions,
scenarios and questions using Parsifal Expert System, a non
technical user friendly editor described in Section 4. They will also
administer such a session and finally export and evaluate testing
results.
3. End User: These are the users with diverse profiles that will register
themselves by providing their profile explicitly and evaluate test
cases. Their user profiles are matched automatically to test cases for
which they are going to be awarded credits.
4. Anonymous User: The default anonymous user.
5. Test Suite Developer: For future use, this might be used to create
test cases online.
Designing a system that need to be accessible from such a wide range of
people around the world does not leave any room for question if it is
30 April 2006
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required for the system to be Web based. Below are listed the main
functional requirements of such a system:
1. Allow new users to register a unique Amfortas account informing the
system about her “accessibility” profile.1
2. Allow registered users to set up one or more testing profiles
according to their changing accessibility requirements (upgrade of
hardware and/or software). The multiple profiles of all the end users
should, at the end of the test period, be adequate to fill the matrix
containing all test cases tested with all relevant profiles. Each
combination of test case/testing profile need to be repeated a given
number of times so that the evaluation outcome would be ensured.
Each tested combination should be stored independent of user, or in
other words, test profiles need to be independent from user profiles
that might be changed or removed.
3. Do the matching described above between test cases and users’
testing profiles.
4. Store evaluation results.
5. Provide monitoring utilities for Test Suite Managers.
6. Provide exporting mechanisms for evaluation results.
7. Be flexible and extensible enough to include new technologies.
At the same time Amfortas needs to be both usable and accessible for
people with diverse user profiles. Last, but of course not least, the system
need to support for internationalization as people involved include a wide
range of nationalities. For the initial version, Dutch and English versions
were implemented.

5.2

Amfortas workflow

Having a test suite's test cases developed and accepted by the experts
group, the administrator adds the test suite and its appropriate
parameters such as the number of test cases per user and per session,
the number of times a scenario needs to be tested and the locations of
TCDL and test files.
A new user visits Amfortas system for the first time (Figure 8). The
system detects the user's preferred language from her user agent, and
Adequate steps were taken to guarantee anonymity and consider all ethical issues in
collaboration with ISdAC.
1
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provides its appropriate version. The user reads the introduction text and
is informed of Amfortas aims and objectives for considering the possibility
of registering herself.

Figure 8: Amfortas' Home Page.

In case the user is interested on registering herself, she can select the
“Register” hyperlink and moves to the registration phase (Figure 9). The
so called recruitment phase is guided through a couple of questions in
order to gather information about her personal details (disability, age
range, Internet experience) and technical equipment (assisitive
technology, device used to access web content). The answers of the
recruitment procedure determine the testing profile. The set expressed in
the profile by the evaluator must be used to proceed to the testing.
Furthermore the evaluator should be able to determine additional profiles
(Figure 13), if for some reason the equipment changes or she uses more
than one set of equipment to access web content. To validate the users email address, a mail with a link for confirmation is sent.
30 April 2006
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Figure 9: Recruitment Phase.

When user's mail is verified, Amfortas sends an email to the administrator
so that she can examine if the user should be activated or rejected and at
the same time informs the user about the described procedure. The
administrator can view the status and profile of the registered participants
(Figure 10). All participants with adequate profile (Figure 11) will be
granted access to the evaluation framework by activating their accounts.
The users are now able to access the log-in area (Figure 12) of the webapplication, but can not start testing unless the test profile is admitted to a
particular test suite.

30 April 2006
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Figure 10: Amfortas' users list (Administration).

Figure 11: Amfortas' User Administration.
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The testing process starts by clicking on the corresponding link (Figure 14)
in the web application. The mapping algorithm first looks up the database,
selects profile information for the actual user and tries to match it with the
TCDL description files. The matches are stored in a pooling table, in blocks
of 20 test cases (called test run configured per test suite). Testing can be
repeated as long as there are matching test cases available. The
evaluators are expected to have at least moderate English skills. As all test
cases are in English, the log-in area of the web-application is also kept in
English.

Figure 12: Amfortas' login page.

30 April 2006
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Figure 13: Amfortas' Test Profile insertion and selection.

The framework guides the evaluator through all the allocated test cases
(Figure 15). A test case is finished when the user answers the question
about the test case. The answer is stored in the database.
After evaluating the test suite the data is extracted from the database for
following analysis (Figure 16).
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Figure 14: Amfortas' Test Profile and Start Testing.

Figure 15: Amfortas' Test Case Evaluation.
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Figure 16: Amfortas' Test Cases Results.

5.3

Amfortas implementation

Amfortas is built on top of the XML publishing framework Cocoon2. Cocoon
is a mature web development framework built around the concepts of
separation of concerns which originated with Dijkstra (1982). The
component based architecture of Cocoon makes use of several other
Apache projects, for instance Apache Xerces (XML parser), Apache Xalan
(XSLT processor), Apache FOP to generate PDF, etc. The core of Cocoon's
object oriented architecture is based on the Apache Avalon project. The
overall architectural view of Amfortas shows 3 detached main resources: a
Java web server containing the application, a MySQL database and a
resource containing the test files and test description files. Usually the files
2

http://cocoon.apache.org/
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are provided via web interface. Any other providing mechanism, e.g., CVS
would also be appropriate (the only module that needs to be adapted is
the generator component).

5.3.1
5.3.1.1

System Architecture
Database Layer

Instead of creating some home grown persistency layer, we decided to use
Hibernate.3 Hibernate not only provides a powerful and easy-to-use
object-relational bridge for Java applications, but also offers a rich query
language to retrieve objects from the database. The evaluation framework
consists of 41 tables to store persistent data. Persistent data is data
needed to build up the application view, data to accomplish the mapping
procedure, data to conduct application management procedures and data
which composes the evaluation result. The database model is straight
forward, actually it’s a normalized view on the users personal condition
and technical equipment. Amfortas stores the mapping relevant data for
assisitive technologies, user agents, devices and disability in different
tables, which in the end are consolidated in the table test profiles. One
entity set in test profile determines one test profile.
The tool Hibernate Eclipse Plug-in provides a development wizard to
generate Java object-relational mapping classes and Hibernate mapping
files (XML). The Java mapping classes are simple Java Beans with a couple
of ’getter-’ and ’setter-methods’ to store and retrieve data. Cocoon makes
it easy to access the Beans within the application Java classes as well as in
the Cocoon Control Flow.
Analytically, “test-profile” can be considered the central entity of Amfortas
object model. Around it, we can see three regions of object models:
1. The User Profile region, which contains entities required to describe
a specific user (Figure 17).
2. The Operating Environment region of test profile, which contains the
entities relating to the instances of test profiles a user can have.
These includes sub-regions such as user agent, assistive
technologies, operating system and devices (Figure 18).
3. The Testing region, which contains entities relating to the test cases
management and results (Figure 19).

3

http://hibernate.org/
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Figure 17: Amfortas Database: User Profile Region.
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Figure 18: Amfortas Database: Operating Environment Region.
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Figure 19: Amfortas Database: Testing Region.

5.3.1.2

Presentation Layer

The initial version of the user evaluation framework presents a very simple
and intuitive user interface, as it is going to be accessed from users with a
huge variety of interaction requirements. For later extension of
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functionality, a better separation of content and presentation would
needed.
•

Site content - Amfortas’ content has been completely authored in
XML reusable entity documents. This process actually involves three
sitemap components. If there is no need for aggregation, a Cocoon
generator simply loads XML from the file system or web resource
and generates SAX events which are handled by consecutive XSLT
transformers and a serializer (i.e., XHTML).
In most cases, a Cocoon aggregator is required, which offers
additional functionality by aggregating more than one XML file (i.e.,
Header, Content and Footer) inside a root element.

•

CForms - Forms are important for interaction but at the same time
raise a lot of accessibility issues. This mainly is due to the need of
direct and fast responsive interaction which currently is implemented
using client side web technologies in most cases, i.e., Javascript,
which may cause serious accessibility faults. These problems have
been already addressed by W3C, which proposes the next
generation of web forms named XFORMS. Some of the important
features of this upcoming form generation include support for more
devices, richer user interface, decouple data, logic and presentation
and improved internationalization.
Such technology seems ideal for Amfortas’ forms implementation,
but it’s not applicable as most user agents have not yet
implemented this technology. A good alternative that merits goods
from both current and future world are Cocoon forms (CForms).
CForms are XML forms that introduce the separation of the model
(form model) and instance (form template) of the form that can be
implemented separately. The so called, form widgets, can be
developed and include their own server-side validation. In Amfortas
the form instances are controlled with Cocoon flow and stored using
Hibernate. A further advantage of this approach is the ability to
move to XFORMS by simply applying XSL transformation.

•

Internationalization:
Amfortas’
public
access
areas
are
implemented in English and Dutch, as the potential evaluators are
recruited in England and Belgium. Cocoon offers the i18nTransformer component to implement internationalization features.
Language dependent text is stored in an XML file and referenced by
the application through a unique key.

•

Asynchronous Communication: Often, the system needs to
communicate with the user or the administrator thought email.
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Cases included are: verifying user email address for registration,
user account request for activation, user account activation, etc.
Such dynamic information is required to be generated, formatted
and sent to recipient. For that purpose an email transformer has
been developed that compose dynamic, internationalized emails and
send them to recipients.
•

Application Logic: While ’action components’ have been the
dominant method to encapsulate application logic in Cocoon, this
position has been taken over by the Control Flow. A flow script is
implemented in Javascript notation. Javascript syntax was chosen
cause its widely distributed and easy to implement (and it did not
generate accessibility issues, as it run server-side). Lots of
application logic, like the recruitment process, the application
administration or the saving routine of the evaluation results is
implemented using flow scripts. The CForms framework gives easy
access to form elements, cause methods are provided to retrieve
data within Cocoon’s Control flow. This makes programming web
forms which are interconnected and which range over several web
pages easy.
All form elements are stored in an abstract form model and can be
addressed during the whole lifetime of a Cocoon flow. Some
application logic which directly influences the view of web application
is implemented using the Cocoon JX-Transformer. The JXTransformer is plugged into the sitemap pipeline and only processes
XML elements which lie in the transformer’s namespace. Higher level
logic like the mapping procedure is designed on Java classes.

•

Profile Mapping: Mapping test cases to test profiles is a matter of
one to one comparison of the formers. Initially the test cases
marked with status ”accepted for end user evaluation” are pooled
and whenever a user requests for new test cases the mapping
algorithm is being triggered. Mapping involves comparing TCDL
disabilities and experience elements (i.e., user agents, assistive
technologies and devices) with user’s test profile stored in Amfortas
database.
The mapping algorithm, initially filters out the ’done’ test cases and
the ones that the user has already met. For a test case to be
allocated, all the following conditions need to be satisfied: For
disabilities, if in TCDL there is a disability, the test profile needs to
have at least one of them. For user agents, assistive technologies
and devices, the test profile must have all the types that appear in
TCDL file. If the TCDL specifies a product as well, the profiles need
to have at least one of the specified products for each type.
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Furthermore, if minimum level and product version are also specified
these need to be equal or less than the profile’s one.
Finally, for better matching, a complementary grading mechanism is
involved that enables a better selection after sorting by grade and
getting the required number designated by test suite configuration.
•

Test Presentation: The test case evaluation is a cyclic process
which can be invoked as long as test cases can be allocated for the
actual evaluator. The whole test presentation is created within the
Cocoon sitemap, by handing over a couple of parameters from the
Cocoon flow like the URI of the actual test case description file, the
URI to the test file and the scenario. The default sitemap generator
is used to fetch the test description file from the web resource and
page header, footer and navigation from the local file system. The
standard cocoon aggregator bundles these XML trees to a single XML
tree which is handed over to XSLT transformation and serialization
finally. The result is an XHTML page with user guidance information,
a link to the test file and a question with corresponding answer type.
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6

Validation of the WCAG 2.0 test
suite with end-user testing in
Amfortas

6.1

Introduction

This chapter provides information on the validation of the WCAG 2.0 test
suite (see D4.2), concentrating first use of Amfortas to deliver a set of test
case scenarios to a panel of end-users and collect the results. The section
then presents the initial analysis of those results from end-users.

6.2

The test suite and its test cases for enduser evaluation

The WCAG 2.0 test suite consists of 477 test cases. Of these, 47 test
cases were identified as requiring end-user testing. These are listed in
Table 1, along with the number of scenarios that were required to elicit all
the information needed and the relevant user groups. The numbering of
the test case IDs is as follows. For a test case with ID x_ly_scz_a.xml:
•

x = WCAG 2.0 guideline,
alternatives for multimedia”.

•

y = Level, e.g., the level of conformance within WCAG 2.0 – Level 1,
2 or 3.

•

z = Success Criterion, e.g., Success Criterion 1 is “Captions are
provided for pre-recorded multimedia”.

•

a = test case number for this guideline/level/success criterion
combination.
Test case ID

e.g.,

N of scenarios

1.2:

“Provide

synchronized

User groups addressed

1.2_l3_sc1_002.xml

1

Blind

1.3_l1_sc2_001.xml

3

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

1.3_l1_sc2_002.xml

3

Blind
Low vision
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N of scenarios

User groups addressed
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

1.3_l1_sc2_003.xml

3

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

1.3_l1_sc2_004.xml

3

Blind
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

1.3_l2_sc2_001.xml

2

Blind

1.3_l2_sc2_002.xml

2

Blind

1.3_l2_sc2_003.xml

2

Blind

1.4_l2_sc1_003.xml

1

Low vision

1.4_l2_sc3_001.xml

3

Blind
Low vision
Motor impairment

1.4_l2_sc3_002.xml

3

Blind
Low vision
Motor impairment

1.4_l3_sc2_005.xml

4

Blind
Low vision
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Hard of hearing

1.4_l3_sc2_008.xml

4

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

1.4_l3_sc2_009.xml

4

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

1.4_l3_sc2_010.xml

4

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

2.2_l1_sc1_001.xml

5

Blind
Low vision
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N of scenarios

User groups addressed
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

2.2_l1_sc1_003.xml

5

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

2.2_l1_sc1_004.xml

5

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

2.2_l2_sc1_003.xml

5

Blind
Low vision
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

2.2_l2_sc2_002.xml

2

Dexterity impairment
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

2.3_l1_sc1_005.xml

1

Dexterity impairment
Motor impairment

2.3_l1_sc1_008.xml

1

Dexterity impairment
Motor impairment

2.3_l2_sc1_004.xml

3

Blind
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia

2.5_l2_sc2_005.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf
Other

2.5_l2_sc2_006.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf
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N of scenarios

User groups addressed
Other

2.5_l3_sc1_013.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf
Other

3.1_l3_sc2_004.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Dexterity impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf
Other

3.1_l3_sc2_007.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Dexterity impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf
Other

3.1_l3_sc2_008.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Dexterity impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf

3.1_l3_sc3_001.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf
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N of scenarios

User groups addressed

3.1_l3_sc3_002.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf

3.1_l3_sc3_006.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf

3.1_l3_sc3_014.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Motor impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf

3.1_l3_sc3_015.xml

6

Blind
Low vision
Motor impairment
Dexterity impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf

3.2_l2_sc3_005.xml

1

Blind

3.2_l2_sc3_007.xml

6

Low vision
Colour vision impairment
Hard of hearing
Motor impairment
Dexterity impairment
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Deaf
other

4.1_l3_sc1_002.xml

3

Blind
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Other

4.1_l3_sc1_004.xml

3

Blind
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N of scenarios

User groups addressed
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Other

4.1_l3_sc1_005.xml

3

Blind
Cognitive impairment
Dyslexia
Other

4.1_l3_sc1_006.xml

2

Blind

4.1_l3_sc1_007.xml

1

Blind

4.1_l3_sc1_008.xml

1

Blind

4.1_l3_sc1_009.xml

1

Blind

4.1_l3_sc1_010.xml

1

Blind

4.1_l3_sc1_011.xml

1

Blind

4.1_l3_sc1_012.xml

1

Blind

4.1_l3_sc1_013.xml

1

Blind

Table 1: Test cases which required end-user scenarios (N.B. See text for explanation of
Test case IDs.).

In total 160 scenarios have been designed to allow end-users to provide
information about the test cases.

6.2.1

The user panel

An initial panel of 16 end-users was recruited to evaluate these scenarios.
The user panel is composed of people with the following characteristics
and asisstive technologies:
•

4 of the user panel are blind; 3 are female, 1 is male; one is in the
18 – 20 age range, one in the 21 – 30 age range, one in the 31 – 40
age range, and one in the 51 – 60 age range. They use a variety of
screen-readers (JAWS, HAL).

•

2 have low vision; one is female and one is male; one is in the 21 –
30 age range, one is in the 41 – 50 age range. One uses ZoomText,
and the other uses one HAL.

•

5 have motor impairments; three are female and two are male; two
are in the 31 – 40 age range; two are in the 41 – 50 age range; one
is in the 51- 60 age range.
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•

3 have motor impairments including dexterity impairments; all three
are male; one is in the 31 – 40 age range; two are in the 51 - 60
age range.

•

2 are deaf; both are male; one is in the 21 – 30 age range; one is in
the 41 – 50 age range.

6.2.2

End-user testing

Thus far 272 end-user evaluations of scenarios for the 85 test cases have
been completed and the data logged by Amfortas. The breakdown of the
evaluation over the test cases is shown in Table 2.
Test case ID

N of expected
responses

No of counter
responses

1.2_l3_sc1_002.xml

1

1

1.3_l1_sc2_001.xml

2

2

1.3_l1_sc2_002.xml

2

2

1.3_l1_sc2_003.xml

2

2

1.3_l1_sc2_004.xml

1

2

1.3_l2_sc2_001.xml

1

2

1.3_l2_sc2_002.xml

2

1

1.3_l2_sc2_003.xml

2

1

1.4_l2_sc1_003.xml

0

1

1.4_l2_sc3_001.xml

3

3

1.4_l2_sc3_002.xml

4

4

1.4_l3_sc2_005.xml

0

5

1.4_l3_sc2_008.xml

3

1

1.4_l3_sc2_009.xml

3

1

1.4_l3_sc2_010.xml

1

3

2.2_l1_sc1_001.xml

2

2

2.2_l1_sc1_003.xml

1

3

2.2_l1_sc1_004.xml

2

2

2.2_l2_sc1_003.xml

1

0

2.2_l2_sc2_002.xml

0

1

2.3_l1_sc1_005.xml

0

1
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N of expected
responses

No of counter
responses

2.3_l1_sc1_008.xml

0

1

2.3_l2_sc1_004.xml

0

3

2.5_l2_sc2_005.xml

13

1

2.5_l2_sc2_006.xml

14

0

2.5_l3_sc1_013.xml

13

1

3.1_l3_sc2_004.xml

8

6

3.1_l3_sc2_007.xml

13

1

3.1_l3_sc2_008.xml

0

5

3.1_l3_sc3_001.xml

9

5

3.1_l3_sc3_002.xml

11

2

3.1_l3_sc3_006.xml

9

5

3.1_l3_sc3_014.xml

10

4

3.1_l3_sc3_015.xml

8

6

3.2_l2_sc3_005.xml

1

2

3.2_l2_sc3_007.xml

3

11

4.1_l3_sc1_002.xml

3

0

4.1_l3_sc1_004.xml

2

1

4.1_l3_sc1_005.xml

2

1

4.1_l3_sc1_006.xml

3

0

4.1_l3_sc1_007.xml

1

2

4.1_l3_sc1_008.xml

0

3

4.1_l3_sc1_009.xml

0

3

4.1_l3_sc1_010.xml

1

2

4.1_l3_sc1_011.xml

2

1

4.1_l3_sc1_012.xml

2

1

4.1_l3_sc1_013.xml

2

1

Table 2: Test cases which required end-user scenarios.

It was decided that five participants of each of the target disability groups
would be needed to draw a valid conclusion about the test case. This
means that for many test cases, we need to complete the validation
process. However, in conducting the analyses of the first set of end-user
evaluations, it has become apparent that the situation is somewhat more
complex than this. This is because of the nature of hypothesis refutation.
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If a test case is intended to fail, as for example, 1.4_l2_sc3_002.xml,
which sets up circumstances in which a sound cannot be turned off, which
would interfere with screen-reader or talking browser technologies.
However, if one screen-reader user can turn the sound off, then logically
the test case is refuted. However, if only one screen-reader user, who
turns out to be a highly experienced user with the latest version of the
screen-reader, can do this, is it reasonable to say that the test case is
refuted, or should we consider what the range of typical users with typical
screen-readers can do? For this reason, the test cases are being analysed
case by case to understand in greater detail what information they are
providing. The ongoing state of that analysis is shown in Appendix A.
Another reason for the need for very detailed participant by participant
analysis of the results of the test cases and their scenarios is that, as can
readily be seen from Table 2, the results did not follow the expected
outcomes of the scenarios nearly as often as was anticipated. This is an
interesting finding in itself – a group of accessibility experts, with assistive
technologies at their disposal to try out the test cases, could not
accurately anticipate how disabled people would react to different
situations and what they would be able to do or not do. Undoubtedly this
reflects the great complexity of the situation, with people with differing
expertise in their technologies, with different assistive technologies using
different browsers running on different operating systems.
The other component of the end-user testing was to ensure that the
Amfortas system was easy for end-users to use. Due to time constraints,
no formal evaluation phase was included in the development, but a
number of activities were undertaken to ensure the usability of the system
for the end-users:
•

the Amfortas system was carefully designed for maximum
accessibility and usability, with close collaboration between the
developers and the human factors partners in the project.

•

as the system was developed, it was tested a number of times by
members of the BenToWeb team, both for usability and for
accessibility; the latter included using the system with a variety of
assistive technologies including different screen-readers, screen
magnification programs, programs used by dyslexic and physically
impaired people, to ensure that the system worked smoothly with all
of these assistive technologies.

•

When the system went live, participants always had the opportunity
to email the project team if they were experiencing problems in
using the system, and were explicitly asked to comment about any
accessibility or usability problems they encountered. After a few
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initial problems in the first days of functioning (particularly in
registering), no such problems were reported.
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Conclusions and future work

This deliverable has documented the successful development of a multifaceted system for the validation of test cases for web technologies such
as XHTML and CSS and web guidelines such as WCAG 2.0. This validation
includes not only an explicit protocol for checking by multiple, independent
experts, but also the rigorous involvement of end-users in the validation
process, something which has not been attempted before, and which has
many other applications in the development of new technologies (for
example for testing usability guidelines and principles).
The first component of the validation process was the development of the
Parsifal Expert System, which allows non-technical accessibility experts to
inspect and check test cases without having to understand the underlying
XML representations. The Parsifal Expert System also manages the
validation of test cases by experts and allows the experts to create
scenarios for end-users to then provide input into the validation process.
The Parsifal Expert System has now been successfully used in four
different European countries in the BenToWeb consortium to validate 477
test cases and create 160 scenarios for end-user evaluation.
The next component in the validation process was the creation of a
protocol for accessibility experts to check the initial formulation of the test
cases, to provide feedback to the test case authors, and by a process of
discussion and negotiation, move forward to test cases that had been
checked by independent experts. As part of this process, the test cases
were classified as suitable for automatic assessment, assessment by one
or several experts, or as requiring input from end-users for clarification in
the validation process.
This last classification was the most radical part of the validation process,
as a methodology needed to be developed to allow large numbers of endusers to provide information about the test cases. Clearly the test cases
could not be given to the full range of potential end-users in their highly
technical format, so part of the methodology developed was a system for
creating scenarios based on the test cases, using the test files, that would
elicit appropriate and precise information from end-users. The Parsifal
Expert System included functionality to both:
•

create such scenarios, in terms of question types, additional
guidance to be given to end-users, and question content;

•

specify the groups of end-users who would be suitable to provide
input on particular test cases and scenarios in terms of assistive
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technology, user agent and operating system used and expertise in
using each of these technologies.
The final component of the validation process was the development of a
system to manage the recruitment of participants for the end-user
evaluations, the presentation of appropriate scenarios to end-users, the
collection of data from them, and their reimbursement for their time. This
was the Amfortas framework. The Amfortas framework has now been used
successfully to present 272 instances of scenarios to an initial panel of 16
disabled end-users and collect data on their interaction with the scenarios.
The initial analysis of the data from these 272 scenarios has highlighted a
number of aspects that had not been anticipated when developing the
systems, and adjustments are now being made before further scenarios
are evaluated by end-users. These include:
•

Occasionally the scenarios for a particular test case were not
mutually exclusive and this resulted in the same scenario being
presented twice to one end-user. A better matching algorithm for
checking
mutual
exclusion,
particularly
of
the
end-user
characteristics needs to be developed.

•

Very occasionally the questions posed in the scenarios were not
specific enough and a further scenario needs to be developed and
presented to users to disambiguate the results obtained. One of the
strengths of the Amfortas framework is that this is not difficult, and
indeed it would be possible to ask the same end-users to provide
more data on a particular issue by specifying this within the scenario
design.

•

The refutation of test cases was more complex than initially
anticipated, particularly as results have not followed the expected
outcomes of test cases nearly as often as expected. So instead of
being able to simply accept test cases if all participants provide the
expected result, a detailed scenario by scenario analysis of the
findings is being undertaken.

On the basis of these findings, a small number of improvements will be
made to the validation process, including additions to the protocols for
experts, additional scenarios for this particular test suite that will need to
be added to the set that require testing and revision of other scenarios.
When these improvements are complete, a further round of end-user
evaluation will take place to provide the information required to complete
the validation process for this WCAG 2.0 test suite, which will be adapted
to the recently published Last Call Working Draft.
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Appendix A: Exemplary tabular
analysis of test cases

Test case

xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_1.3_l1_sc2_001.xml

Scenario

s01

Purpose

This test case is intended to fail as i markup is used to denote
emphasis instead of em.

Target participants

Blind; low vision

Requirements

Screenreader: min 4; Browser: min 3; PC: min 3.

Test file

… ..What she really meant to say was ...

Question

Listen carefully to the text. On which word was the emphasis?

Responses

Multiple Choice:
She - -1; really: -2; meant: -3; say: -4; I did not notice any
special emphasis : 1.

Expected response

What answer was expected? 1?

Results
Part

Characteristics

Respons
e

P1

UID5

Blind
Screenreader (JAWS): 5
Browser (IE)
PC (Windows NT): 5

-2

P2

UID6

Blind
Screenreader (HAL): 5
Browser (IE)
PC (Windows NT):5

1

P3

UID10

Blind
Screenreader (JAWS): 4
Browser (IE)
PC (NT):5

1

P4

UID19

Low vision
Screenreader (HAL): 4
Browser (Lynx)
PC (Lynx):5

-2

Comments from P

P5
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Deliverable D3.7a (Public)

Test case

xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_1.3_l2_sc2_001.xml

Scenario

s02

Purpose

This test case is intended to fail because information about
required form fields is conveyed through colour only.

Target participants

Blind; low vision

Requirements

Screenreader: min 4; Browser: min 3; PC: min 3.
For this test, you need a browser that supports CSS, and you
need to have CSS enabled.

Test file

Travel planner

Question

Which of the form fields are marked as required? Multiple
selections are possible.

Responses

Multiple Choice.
Destination: -1; Transport: -2; Don’t know: 1.

Expected response

1

Results
Part

Characteristics

Response

P1

UID5

Blind
Screenreader (JAWS): 5
Browser (IE)
PC (Windows NT): 5

1

P2

UID6

Blind
Screenreader (HAL): 5
Browser (IE)
PC (Windows NT):5

-1

P3

UID10

Blind
Screenreader (JAWS): 4
Browser (IE)
PC (NT):5

1

30 April 2006
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Deliverable D3.7a (Public)

Test case

xhtml1_wcag2_20050630_1.4_l2_sc3_002.xml

Scenario

s01

Purpose

The test is intended to fail because the sound cannot be stopped.

Target participants

Blind; Low vision.

Requirements

Screenreader: min 3; Browser: min 4; PC: min 3.
Note : it is possible that you are not able to perform the
requested action.

Test file

Some text with sound playing in the background. [I’d had to
guess this]

Question

Were you able to stop the sound from playing ?
If yes, how did you do it ?

Responses

Multiple Choice.
Yes: 1; No: -1.

Expected response

1

Results
Part

Characteristics

Response

P1

UID5

Blind
Screenreader (JAWS): 5
Browser (IE)
PC (Windows NT): 5

-1

P2

UID6

Blind
Screenreader (HAL): 5
Browser (IE)
PC (Windows NT):5

1

P3

UID10

Blind
Screenreader (JAWS): 4
Browser (IE)
PC (NT):5

-1

P4

UID19

Low vision
Screenreader (HAL): 4
Browser (Lynx)
PC (Lynx):5

1

30 April 2006
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pressed escape

My computer doesn't
have sound output
from web sites
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